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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Concha Utrillas. has contributed to the dictionary with 152 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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a colmado el vaso
a filled vessel writes: has filled the glass. He filled the glass: expresses that an argument, subject, event, business, etc. 
has it been exceeded on negative aspects to such an extent that it has broken the patience, serenity, grace, calm,
temple, etc.  the sparring opponent or competitor.

a peso
Weight: indicates that something is valued, purchased, paid for his weight, not for its quality, not by its qualities.

a pleno pulmón
A full lung: expresses that someone screams, cries, breathes, with all your strength, with all the intensity that allows his
lung.

a tantos días vista
So many days view expressed that they spend many days until is done or happens something.  If you replace per a
figure is best understood: A seven-day view will come express bride that will last seven days the bride.

a vida o muerte
Life or death: expresses the decision of a person reach a goal, exposing himself to dangers that may lose life, also
expressed the determination of life-saving fighting dangerous situations.

a viva fuerza, de poder a poder
Living force and power to power they mean different things. Living force is the use of brute force no subtleties, no
delicacies to get something like overthrow a jammed door, climb a mountain, climb to the top of a tree, etc. Power power
is the confrontation between two beings, man with man (boxing), man with animal (bullfighting), animal with animal (the
mating season) to determine who of the two prevails over the other.

abcdario
Abcdario : It is written "alphabet", and refers to the alphabet or alphabet of the letters used to write and ranging from a to
z.

abolladuras
Dents: Subsidence or buns on the surface of metal objects by striking them against something hard as a stone, soil, etc.

acto seguido
Then : Express that something will be done immediately. 

agua posada
Water Inn: It is the water that in a container is allowed to rest, to be still, so that little by little the products that are
dissolved in it are held in the bottom and the water is transparent after a while.

al dictado
When dictating : It means to do something following the rules or orders exactly as they have been received, without
changing anything. Write to dictation : Write exactly what you hear. Make dictation : Fulfill an order as received, as



ordered.

al tuntún
To the tuntun: tells of the actions done sloppily, stupidly, without any attention or care, without regard to advantages or
disadvantages, is also go stumble, tripping.

aliños
Dressings: They are products that are used in food to give a special flavor to raw and stewed foods such as oil, salt,
vinegar, garlic, pepper, cinnamon, etc. 

andar volado
Flying Walk: It is said of the one who acts like crazy, gone, of the one who seems not to be in his right mind and does
not clearly discern reality. 

anticlinales
It is the name given the layers of the Earth's crust when they fold in u-shape, or v, with the angle up and the part open
down.

antonimo de cejar
Antonym of cejar: antonyms of cejar are not back, insist vehemently, with constancy, firmness, not to give up, move
forward with determination, attacking the opponent. You may find it interesting to know that cease is back, forfeit,
surrender, yield in an effort, in a discussion.

ataviose
ataviose is incorrectly written, and should be written as Ataviose.  being its meaning: Ataviose is a time of the word
spruce is, it is aseose, arreglose, adornose, seryozha.

bailarle el agua a alguien
Dancing the water to someone : It is flattering someone, making them the ball, giving them coba, flattering them,
flattering them.

bichos
Bugs: Used to refer to animals of any kind such as insects, worms, snakes, frogs, etc.  , and also in a figurative manner
to people who are insidious, malicious, harmful, evil.

buenorra
Hottie is an expression zafia, vulgar, just to refer to a woman pretty, attractive, Nice.

cabarete
Cabarete: It is the name given to cabaret in a vulgar way.

camereta
Camareta : Boat or ship room of smaller dimensions than the main chamber.   On ships there are toilets for various uses
such as multi-berth accommodation, meeting and entertainment, etc.



cascorro
Cascorro: Someone plump, anything also woven, thick, tough, strong aspect especially wool, thick touch to make
clothes for the cold like blankets, coats, etc. This meaning is given in traps ( Teruel )

cautivado
Captivated: Person attracted to or strongly influenced by another in their emotions or will. 

cazarlascosasalvuelo
Cazarlascosasalvuelo: Each word must be separated from the others.  Catch things on the fly: expresses that means
everything to the first, with only an explanation, and sometimes without explanation.

chascarrillos
Jokes: Funny, ironic or mocking stories about events that happened to people known to the narrator and sometimes also
to the listeners. 

chica o chico
Girl or boy: She expresses herself with question, girl or boy? , is the same as girl or child?.  It is a question that is
summarized to the pregnant woman to ask what is the sex of the baby waiting, and also used with pet owners to ask
what is the sex of your animal and address him correctly.

coche de línea
Car line: is the bus daily ranging from any town to the capital, and vice versa.

comerse la cabeza
Eating your head: Constantly thinking about the same issue, the same problem without being able to find a solution to it. 

comulgar sobre ruedas de molino
Commune of mill-wheels: the correct expression is to commune with mill-wheels.  It is said when someone wants to
convince others of something amazing, something false.

con bombos y platillos
With great fanfare: The expression is "with full fanfare" and implies that some character or issue is manifested or made
known with a lot of propaganda and paraphernalia. 

conocimiento empírico
Empirical knowledge : It is one that comes from the observation of the facts and the experience gained through the
external senses and consciousness.  and it's not based on scientific experimentation.  It is the one obtained by practice,
by custom.

cosmopaleto
Cosmopaleto: Who wants to pose as a citizen of the world and which is the last in the ideas that are political, cultural,
fashion, etc, but which makes the ridiculous because way to express their ideas is very ignorant and very superficial.

cuatro ojos ven mejor que dos



Four eyes see better than two : This depression is used to indicate that a problem resolves faster and better if it is
several people who analyze it than if it is only analyzed by one. 

dar de lado
Give side: means to despise, making less a person, go to his side as if it were not, isolate it from the group, ignore it.

dar mucha cuerda
Give a lot of rope: It is said when someone with his attitude incites another person to speak without restrictions of an
issue even if it harms him. 

dar mucha grima
Giving a lot of grima: It is the feeling of much disgust, repulsion and even horror that produces a person or situation. 

darsela a uno con queso
Give it to one with cheese: is said when someone agrees to a business, in any case, and is deceived, but is unaware of
the deception until a time has passed.

de actitud desmesurada o exagerada
Excessive or exaggerated attitude refers to the actions of a person or group that transcend the limits of the fair,
reasonable, exceeding in its manifestations of immoderate, uncontrolled way.

de medio d a para arriba
medium d a up is incorrectly written and should be written as of means up.  being its meaning: the correct expression is
way up.  Middle up indicates that the values that you are driving, the taken into account are those who are half up, half
to the most high.

desapegado
Detached: Everything that has been detached or separated from what was attached, being able to refer to material
objects and also to people when they are separated affectively from others. 

desastrar
Unblock: Make something a mess, break the order of a place, a group, destroy an object, create disorganization, jumble
of things, etc. 

descolgarse
SAG: get off a person of a more or less high place sliding down a rope, drain of roof, wall, etc.  also in figurative way is
detached or separated from a group of people, an ideology, a business, etc.

desentramparse
Desentrampar is: escape from a trap, a trap, metaphorically is to pay all the debts.

después del todo
After all, it expresses that which is said or shown below is a conclusion of the above previously in an explanation, a
Conference, a debate, etc.



desquitarse
Getting even: revenge, recover, achieve for itself a relief or satisfaction by the offense or evil suffered.

dialogo de sordos
Dialogue of the deaf: it is said in a conversation when one speaks of something that has nothing to do with the topic of
the conversation, or question that you've had.

echado a perder
Spoiled : It is said of the person who throws himself into the bad life, to vicious life, also of things that rot, make, corrupt
or spoil and can no longer be used. 

echar la zarpa
Check the paw: is hand, claw, paw, catch, grabbing or grasping something abruptly, without delicacy.

echar los dientes
Expression used to say that are coming to the baby teeth.

ejemplo de escarnio
Public humiliation that makes a person, through ridicule or derision, that it serve as an example to others.

el mal habito de la subvocalizacion
Refers to the habit of mentally repeating the words as they are read, which makes reading more slowly than if they are
not mentally repeated, and the words pass directly book to the eye, and the eye to the brain.

el que la sigue la consigue
The one who follows it gets it : It expresses that the one who is constant in pursuing a goal, an end, no matter how much
it cost him, in the end he gets it

empalagarte
Annoying you: is the feeling of displeasure displayed with too much sweet food, also is tiredness or boredom caused by
people too loving or kind.

enarcar las cejas
Blaming the eyebrows : It is to arch the eyebrows, raise them to the forehead as in attitude of amazement or surprise.

encaprichado
Infatuated: It says in a pejorative way, that shows an attitude of surface and whimsical, self-willed, stubborn for a person
or thing or enamoradiza.

enrevesar
Convoluted: It is to do something devious, dark, rough, difficult to understand, analyze.

entrar por el ojo



Enter through the eye : Express that something from the first moment you see it attracts attention and likes a lot. 

entreverando
Shoals is when something is this mixing with something else and is no longer one or another but has qualities of both of
them, as when they begin to ripen the fruit and show several mixed colors, or cereals and show mixed with the golden
green.

es importante señalar
It is important to note: is an expression that is used to emphasize or give importance to what has been said above, or is
has said then.

escagazurriarse
Scaveuriding : Suffering diarrhoea and as a result unintentionally soiling clothes with faeces. 

escinda
Split, cut, separate.

escuchinizado
escuchinizado is incorrectly written, and should be written as Escuchimizado.  being its meaning: Escuchinizado this
badly written is escuchimizado. Escuchimizado is someone small, slim, skinny, little developed, sickly.

esmuir
Esmuir: Shred, grind, crush, majar, also extract or boot grain stem or leaves of the plants with the hands.

espachurrarse
Squash are: spread over a surface something that is soft, or falling from a considerable height, or who has received a
sharp blow.

esrar hasta la bandera
esrar until the flag is incorrectly written and should be written as being up to the flag.  being its meaning: the expression
is to be up to the flag. Be up to the flag it is said when a room, football field, bull ring, etc.  It is so full that there is no one
more.

establecimiento de acuerdos
In economic, political, labor negotiations or otherwise, people who are negotiating expose their conditions, and when
some of these conditions are accepted by all the negotiators, it is when it comes to the establishment of agreements.

estar colado por alguien
Being strained by someone: It is being in love, enraptured or infatuated with someone. 

estar mano sobre mano
Be hand over hand: it is to do nothing, said person that does not perform any physical or intellectual activity.



estoy en babia
I am in Babia: It is to be clueless, out of reality, in the clouds. 

falaguera
Coelius: Go with very fast, very fast, carry lots of activity.

fastídiate
Fastídiate : It is a time of the verb to annoy with which a person is instructed to suffer the consequences of an action. 

fogueada
Fired: Burned, stabbed, riddled, etc.  It says figuratively of which has gone through many jobs and adversities, which has
had many experiences, is very chastened and no one trusts anyone.

furrufalla
Furrufalla: A set of worthless, negligible, insignificant things, trifles, it is also said of the empty verbiage, empty, without
substance.

haber perdido la cabeza
Having lost the head; It expresses have lost sanity, reason, common sense, the ability of reasoning, be how gone, not
knowing who it is, be crazy.

hablando en plata
Put it bluntly: it is said to emphasize that what is telling is the truth unadorned, is reality.

hasta mas ver
The more you see : It's a farewell between two or more people who are going to see each other again soon, it's like
saying goodbye, see you later, see you later. 

helio &#40;apolo&#41;
Helium or Helios and Apollo, in Greek mythology, are names that meet the God of Sun, light, which regulated the time
and seasons.  Together with his sister Artemis ( Diana ) was protective of harmless animals.  It was also the God of the
arts, and the greatest icon of male beauty.

ir como un cerdo
Go like a pig: is go with dirt on clothes, the body, go unkempt, with spots, emit odor, take the saccharine hair, etc.

irse por los cerros de úbeda
Go for the hills of Ubeda: it is said when someone tries to tell or explain something and dilates your speech entering
another issue that embarulla and bundles that tries to tell.

jugar con el anillo
Play with the ring: makes reference to the Act of making roll the ring around the finger, and also of remove it and put it,
in situations of nervousness, or of way unconscious.



la vida a cuestas
Life in tow: it is to live life as a weight on your back, and refers to how hard that is to live for people who only see the
things of life, and do not know how to enjoy the good.

lámpara de aceite
Oil lamp: Utensil that has been used for thousands of years and can be metallic, stone and ceramic.   It consists of a
receptacle where the oil is poured and a wick of vegetable fibers such as cotton, which once soaked in oil burns for quite
some time. 

llamarse a engaño
LLamarse a engaño : It is said when a person wants to believe something that is a lie, false. 

llegar en un periquete
Get in a snap: arrive at a time, in an instant, in a second, immediately.

mas muerto que vivo
More dead which live: said person that has gone through a trance in which your life has been a great danger, but it left
him unharmed but with a big scare.

me pasé
I passed: He says he was not right, fair, just or impartial in making a comment or making a determination that harms
someone.

me pasé
I passed: He says he was not right, fair, just or impartial in making a comment or making a determination that harms
someone.

merman
Merman: Verb time undermine and express the decrease of the number of objects that contains a container, the amount
of water of a swamp when it evaporates, the demise of the objects that shrink, which are subject to wear.

mi persona
My person: It is used instead of the pronouns I or my to refer to oneself, trying to give relevance to the subject of which it
is spoken. 

narcisista artificial
Narcissistic: Egocentric person, who sees all turning around himself, has no consideration for others, that only he is
important, which has much need to be admired.

no haber más quehablar
There be no more talk: it is said to indicate that everything you had to say already is saying, that the conversation is
over, that there are no more negotiations.

no sirve



Does not work, if only refers to the verb used is equal is not acceptable, does not, can not be used, etc.  because is
broken, far, weakened, is big, small, etc.

nos han de oír nos oirán los sordos
The correct expression is "they will hear us to the deaf" and it is said to indicate that something rough, hidden or
important is going to be told to the four winds, to anyone who wants to hear it, that everyone will know.

nos pusimos las botas
We got the boots: Express of any matter to which it relates was obtained or achieved much without effort, that ate much,
which got lots of money easily, etc.

oste ni moste
Oste or moste: the expression is "there is no or no oste no moste" and means not to be anyone, anything, anything, be
empty a place.

parasimpático
Nice: So called the nervous system that controls body functions that are involuntary as the movement of the heart, the
movement of food through the intestine, breathing, etc.

pelotillear
Pelotillear: It is said of praise, flattery and excessive amiability towards one person.

percibible
Presents: Is derived from the verb sense and indicates that something is can see, understand, see, also that something
is can obtain, receive, collect.

perder el seso
Lose the brains: refers to the brain, brains, and expresses loss of head, common sense, wisdom, common sense,
caution and prudence, and act committing stupidity, foolishness, nonsense, nonsense.

permanecer mudo
To remain silent: it is not to speak or to intervene in a conversation, it is to be quiet, not to say anything or to comment
on the subject of which one speaks.

peticion graciable
It is the request to a person or entity, by another person or entity, on a matter of legal, economical character, or any
other aspect of daily life, which can be granted amusingly, i.e. without conform to any rule or principle, or made,
exclusively, by the will of who gives it.

plugo es sinónimo de rogar?
He pleased: It is an ancient word disused and means to please, please, to another or whether same.

poner a funcionar
Put to work : Make at a certain time a person, animal or thing, perform the functions and works that are typical of their



nature, their occupation, mission or task.

poner de través
Put crosswise: put or do something so oblique, transverse, leaning, Crooked, diagonal.

poner el gorro
Put the cap : Expression that is used to indicate that something is finished, finished, that the last piece was put, the last
brick of a wall, the last tile of a roof, etc. 

poner trabas
Put obstacles: Put difficulties, inconveniences, impediments, obstacles, to someone who strives to achieve a goal. 

porfiadas
Stubborn: Insistent, persevering, persistent, obstinate people. 

prolijas
Prolix is said excessive care, dedications or attentions that are running something, is also too many explanations about
a topic or theme producing some degree of discomfort, of heaviness, of boredom that listens.

que carece de toda lógica
That lacks any logic: it is said of the actions or words that express something absurd, meaningless, incredible, irrational.

que es sonscamiento
Sonsacamiento: It is the art of getting a person have secret Affairs to base to ask persistent questions, which may be
direct or indirect.

que incluyen misterio o razón oculta
An expression that is used to explain that what he says or does a person, organization, Government of a country, or any
other entity, hides a motive or reason on the subject that concerned, because that would not be well received by the
public.

que significa babaje
Set of things, or luggage that a person takes when going from one place to another, or will travel.

que significa desoyo
that means desoyo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Disregarded." being its meaning:<br>It did not take
into consideration, ignored the Councils, to the information given by another person.

que significa zagalillo
It is a diminutive of zagal, which means young boy, as well as child.

quedarse mudo
Staying silent: is run out of words.  stunned, not knowing what to say, shocked, confused, etc.  for something that can be



heard or seen.

quemazo
Burning : Means burn by fire, a ember, boiling water or a very hot metal.

quitar hierro a algo
Remove iron something: is said when it reduces the tension of conflict, of a disagreement of a confrontation, and
tempers calmed turning to negotiations with a more measured tone.

rascarse bolsillo
Scratching your pocket: is making a payment, a disbursement of money that was not planned to be made.

redirige
Redirects: Change the direction of something in another sense, taking something another way.

romero de páramo
Moor's rosemary : It is an aromatic and melfer shrub plant typical of barren soils ( moors), with few rains and cold.

sala de audiencia
Room, location, room where a court is constituted and held trials.

se sabe
We know: is an expression that is used to indicate that the matter, which is being talked about, is known by all those
present, and which does not require further explanation.

sentirse embargado por
Feel Lien by.  .  . not expressing why you feel attached, I deduciré that it is a feeling that has him as kidnapped,
obsessed, full of absorbing thoughts and not allowing you to live calmly and relaxed.

ser alguien
Being someone: It refers to a person being important for what they represent or for what they have done in their life. 

ser chistoso
Be funny: It is said that it is talkative, sympathetic and always has a joke or anecdote on hand that illustrates and
gracefully explains the issue that is being talked about.

ser de cajón
Being of cajon: to be something obvious, patent, undisputed, evident, to be something clear and not need explanation or
clarification.

ser harina de otro costal
Being flour from another coast: This expression indicates that one issue is being mixed with a very different one. 



ser muermo
Being a bite : Being an irritating person or thing, impertinent, annoying, latosa. 

sherezada
Shereen or Scheherazade is the name of the narrator of the stories of the thousand and one nights, with diverse actors,
stories, and adventures, which entertains her husband avoiding so I send it to kill. It is also the title of a musical, classic
work of Rimsky-Korsakov.

significado de saltarse algo a la torera.
Skip something to the Bullfighter: refers to the jump that the Bullfighter gives above, Bull when it comes out of the toril
and heads quickly towards the.  Assimilation is going over something without considering it, ignoring him, without giving
any importance, as if it did not.

socorrar
Char: Toast, burn or slightly scorch the clothes to the press with the hot iron, the meat on the barbecue by the excessive
fire, hair dryer, etc.   .

sota, caballo y rey
Sota, Horse and King: they are three figures of the Spanish deck, but the expression does not refer to the deck but it
expresses figuratively that a matter or circumstance that is repeated frequently does so always in the same way, without
variation, and that it is very limited and repetitive.

suberse el pavo
Raise the turkey: The correct expression is to raise the turkey: It is to leave the colors to become the cheeks naturally for
a moment of trouble, of shame, of excitement, of effort.

subersion
subersion is incorrectly written, and should be written as Subversion.  being its meaning: the right word is subversion.
Subversion is the action and the effect of disturbing the peace in a country, a State, trying to destroy the Constitution
and the laws, which are the foundations on which is based the rights, obligations and the coexistence of its citizens.

tajadas
Slices : Slices of medium thickness of ham, bacon, loin, sausage and figuratively are also called drunken. 

tener buenos modales
Having good manners: have good education, acting at all times correctly, courteously, with respect, sympathy, patience.

tener la cabeza en las nubes
Having your head in the clouds : Expresses that someone is distracted, engrossed, disoriented, clueless, embossed,
enchanted, who does not know what is going on around them. 

tener pajaritos en la cabeza
Having birds in the head: said person living fantasy regardless of reality, so their realities are only in your head.



tener un siete en la ropa
Have a seven on your clothes : It's having a blur on your clothes angularly like a seven. 

terciar por alguien
To mediate, intercede, or intervene on behalf of someone in a conflict or deal. 

tirar para adelante
Pull forward : It is not to stop despite obstacles, difficulties, not to stay behind, not to stand still or paralyzed by
problems.

traca final
Final Traca : Expresses that at the end of a meeting, of an act, something unexpected and very provocative happens
that amazes, baffles and shocks those present. 

trae de cabeza
Brings head: says of that much concern, which never ceases to think otherwise, that takes much time and not resolved.

trae el agua a su propio molino
Brings water to your own mill, it is also brings water to his mill. Both expressions is used to tell that a person uses, in its
benefit, any situation and circumstance, that you serve, to get his goal.

trapalleiro
Trapalleiro looks like a Galician and Portuguese, Word that in Spanish is trapalero and it says liar, of the very talkative,
which tells fanciful stories he believes them only.

ver las orejas al lobo
See the Wolf ears: it is said when a determination is taken to begin to see the problem coming until this is irresolvable.

verdad amarga
Bitter truth: it is said of those truths that we don't want to know, or hear, that we prefer to be hidden, because they make
us know things that are unpleasant to us because we dislike, because they offend us.

vivir con holgura
Living with slack: it is living with economic wellbeing, without spending needs for lack of money, living without
narrowness or hardship even if it is not rich.

xenocida
Xenocidal : Genocidal , person who systematically and deliberately exterminates a human group for racial, religious,
political or other reasons. 

¡caramba! ¡jolín!
Golly! Jolin! : They are two words that are used to express annoyance, can, discomfort, also amazement, surprise,
bewilderment, etc.  , depending on the circumstances of the case to which they relate. 



¡jolines!
Jolines! : It is an expression that does not have a specific meaning and indicates annoyance, nuisance, can, annoyance.
 Discomfort, also astonishment, surprise admiration, bewilderment etc.  Depending on the circumstance of the matter to
which it refers.


